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1. During the past month, Phase I involving Wind Tunnel tests
of a standard 8 x 5.5 Utah pulse jet engine was completed. A sum-
mary report on this wor is not being distributed.

2. Drag measurements on the 8 x 5.5 inch engine with the sub-

merged inlet cowl gave a drag coefficient varying from .35 to .39
in the duct closed case, and .49 in the duct open case. The cal-
culated external drag coefficient was about .25.

3. Tests with a laminated vane utilising .008 'pring steel
or. the striking side, .005 beryllium copper in the center, and .006
spring steel on the outside gave static life of 2.5 hours. The valve
life with ram air, while not as good as with static operation,
is considerably greater than with the single leaf type valve.

4. Reduction in the valve area 14% increased the upper oper-
ating Mach number from about .55 to about .65. A total reduction
of 29% increased the upper operating Mach number to about .80. The
reduction in valve area caused a reduction in thrust in the lower
Mach number region as compared to the standard valve box.

5. Measurements of operating frequency for a particular con-
figuration at various Mach numbers showed little change occurring
with Mach number up to M _- .7. If anything, a slight decrease in
the peak thrust operating frequency occurs.

6. It was found that increasing the vane tension has the
same general effect as decreasing the valve area. That is, the
upper operating Mach number is raised at some sacrifice in thrust
at the lowep Mach numbers.

7. It was found that a simple flared augmenter would give
the same static thrust increase as the stepped type augmenter.

II NOMENCLATUlE

8. The Bureau of Aeronautics (Reference 1) has re-defined
the term net thrust as applied to pulse jet engines such that it
now agrees with turbo-jet nomenclature. Under the former system,
the net thrust was considered to be the thrust delivered by the
engine after overcoming its own external drag. Under the new sys-
tem, the net thrust is the thrust produced by the engine at a giv-
en air condition when the engine Is not subect to external drag.

' rU N UL r .:.• .'Page 1
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9. Gross and net thrusts are hereafter defined as follows:

Gross thrust - Wa*T-f Vj

Net thrust W= • Vj . WA v0  where
g *' g

Va = Weight flow of engine air, ibm./sec.

Wf a weight flow of fuel, lbs./sec.

Vj a Average jet velocity, ft./see.

V. a Free stream air speed, ftM/sc,

10. It is presumed that the net thrust as defined above in
equal to the sum of the net scale readiug of the test stand plus
the external drag as defined in Appendix B of Reference 2. There-
foreo in this and succeeding reports, the net scale reading of
the test stand which was formerly identified aa Onet thrust" will
be presented as "net thrust minus external drag." The computed
value formerly presented as *gross thrust' (net scale thrust plus
external drag) will now be called *net thrust.9

11. During the past month, Phase 1 of the subject contract
was completed. This phase involved "Wind tunnel tests of stand-
ard pulse jet engines and a report on the work accomplished." The
summary report is now being reproduced for distribution. It is
identified by Reference 2.

12. The remainder of the work carried on during the month has
been on Phases 2 and 3, Phase 2 involves theoretical studies of
subsonic pulse jet engines and phase 3, development testing of
subsonic pulse jet engines.

13. Development testing during the month utilised for the
most part an 8 x 5.5 inch pulse jet engine as shown in Figure 7
of Reference 3.

14. High speed tests were carried out at the U. S. Navy Wind
Tunnel Laboratory at Fontana, California.

Page 2
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IV DEVELOPMENT TESTS

A. Subuerged Inlet Cowl

15. In the previous monthly progress iwepurt, performance
characteristics were presented for the standard engine when equip-
ped with a submerged inlet cowl. (See Reference 4, Figures 3 and
12). Cold drag measurements were made on this engine in both the
duct closed and duct open condition with internal airflow measure-
ments being taken in the latter case. From this data, the ertern-
al drag coefficient of the engine was calculated. This information
is presented in Figure 4. For the method used to calculate the
external drag coefficient, see Appendix B of Reference 2.

16. One of the purposes in mind in the design of this cowl
was to raise the critical Mach number of the inlet on the presump-
tion that an excessive drag rise might be occurring at relatively
low oparating speeds, thereby adversely affecting the thrust.
A study of the drag coefficient curves shows that the submerged
inlet unit does have a higher critical than the plain cowl, the

break away point with the former in the duct closed position be-
ing about .7 and with the latter about .85 Mach number. The drag
of this unit, however, is slightly higher than the plain cowl be-
low .7 Mach number. This is most likely a result of the increased
surface area and resulting skin friction with the submerged inlet.

17. Pressure coefficients on this cowl during cold flow test-
ing are presented in Figures 5 and 6. With the duct open, the pres-
sure coefficient over the outer surface of the inlet lip never-reaches
the critical coefficient. (See Figure 3.2, Reference 6). However,
the critical point is reached at about Mo - .8 on the central body.
This indication of a shock formation is borne out by the force
break in the drag coefficient curve at about M _- .85 (Figure 4).

18. The pressure coefficients shown for the inner surface of
the lip indicate sonic velocity is attained at about M = .6. How-
ever, this choking of the inlet ia due to the large mass flow for
the particular configuration tested. The actual peak air mass
flow into the engine when operating is about one half the flow in
these tests. Cold flow tests with the duct partially blocked to
permit only the required mass flow will be made at a later date.

19. The pressure coefficients for the duct closed condition
indicates the submerged body is shock-free up to about M = .85.
The plot of coefficients over the lip is difficult to interpret
in terms of streamlines. However, it is apparent that there are
ao compressibility troubles on the outer surface up to V .91.

Page 3
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R_ RarvIl um_ Conner Laminated Vanes

20. TeLs ' rrl oud ..t by-,Lhu .I..va.a.. ..... " L"'b.rutory ..vo
shown that the triple leaf type of valve has a considerably great-
er life than the standard single leaf type. These tests were made
using a 14-inch diameter engine operating statically. No data
havebeen published to date by N.R.L. on the beryllium copper lami-
nated type vane, the knowledge of the development being obtained
from a personal visit. Reference 4, however, does give data on a
similar valve using a silicone-resin coated glass cloth center mem-
ber instead of the beryllium copper. This construction was also
tested and is discuss6d in section IV-C.

21, The tests made by Marquardt Aircraft Company were for the
purpose of checking the reported valve life on a smaller diameter
engine, also to see what effect, if any, ram pressure has on the
valve life.

22. The beryllium copper laminated vane assembly used in the
tests conducted to date consists of a .008-inch spring steel mem-
ber on the striking side; a .005-inch beryllium copper, full hard
temper in the center; and a .006-inch spring steel member on the
combustion chamber side. The members aro individually formed so
as to be in the normally closed, nf tension position. The units

are not bonded together.

23. rerformance with this valve is given in Figure 7. Per-
formance with the same configuration but with .010 spring steel
valves is given in Figure 12 of Reference 4. A comparison of the

curves shows that statically, the thrust is increased with laminated

vanes; at H = .2 and .3 performance is very similar and at N = .4,
the specific fuel consumption and thrust are poorer. Operation a-

bove M .4 was not possible. This indicates that the valve assemb-

ly'had a tension less than the .010 single leaf type, thus allow-

ing the induction of too great a volume of air at the higher speeds.

24. Regarding valve life, the engine was run statically for

2.5 hours at peak thrust without failure occurring. No drop-off
in thrust occurred during this run. A corresponding continuous
run has not yet been made at high speed, however, it was evident
from the appearance of the valves after the runs had been ruade that

deterioration is considerably accelerated under the high speed
conditions. It appears that the life with ram air will be about

45 minutes. A check run is planned during future tests.

Page 4
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25. Fact believed to contribute to the improved life of
this type valve include the following:

(a) The center member acts as a cushion to reduce the
severity of Impact loads on the striking vane.

(b) The center and outer members act as heat inzulatore
to prevent direct contact between the combustion
flame and the striking vane thus permitting the strik-
ing vane to operate at a lower temperature.

(c) Even if one or tWo of the members fail, the thrust
in not adversely affected since the third menber
still provides a seal. Failure of the three members

does not occur simultaneously but rather in a con-
secutive manner.

C. Plastic aminated Vsea

26. This type valve is identical with the beryllium copper
laminated type except that the center member is a .010-inch thick
silicone-resin coated glass cloth material instead of the beryl-
lium copper. The leaves were assembled in pairs as shown in the
sketch below.

.008 spring steel

Silicone-resin coated
glass cloth

.006 spring steel

27. Performance tests of this type valve at M- .4 is given
in Figure 8. Continuous lWfo tests have not yet been made. The
static thrust exceeded that for .00i steel vanes (Figure 12, Re-
ference 4) by about 20%. At M = .4 peak thrust is off slightly and
the specific fuel consumption worse, indicating lees valve tension
with resultant induction of larger volumes of air at a given speed.

28. A continuous life test has not yet been made. However,
it appears that the life is as good as the beryllium copper laminated
typeP

Page 5
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D Reduced Valve Area

29. To check the effect of valve entrance area on performance,
two sets of runs were made, the first being with the valve area re-
duced 14% ana the secon with a wi reduction. Tn ek..... ..
done by replacing one and two, respectively, of the seven grid bars
with solid blocks.

30. Figures 9, 10, and 1 show the effect of the blockage on
performance. Three major effects were noted. First, decreasing
the area raised the maximum speed at which the unit would operate.
With the standard engine, the upper limit was about .4. Decreas-
ing the area 14% raised the upper limit to a Mach number of about
.65 and a 28% reduction to a Mach number of about .80. Secondly,
the performance was much smoother at all speeds. Thirdly, reduc-
tion in the valve area reduced the thrust in the lower Mach number
region as compared to the standard valve box. At M = .4 the meas-
ured reductions in net thrust for 14 and29% blockage were 16 and
19% respectively.

31. In Figure 12 is shown the variation of operating frequency
with fuel flow and speed from U z 0 to H - .69. The measurements
were taken with the Frahm tachometer on the configuration with 29%
of the valve area blocked.

32. Little, if any, variation in the operating frequency range
with Mach number is evident from the data. At the lean limit the
frequency is about 85-90 c.p.a., and at the rich limit about 40
cop.so

33. The trend of the data adds proof to the theory that for
a given geometry, the volume of the inducted charge must not ex-
ceed a certain percentage of the total volume of the engine or re-
sonance will not take place. For a given configuration, increas-
ing the ram pressure causes an increase in the volume of the charge
inducted per cycle until finally the critical ratio of inducted
charge to engine volume is exceeded and resonance stops. Thus, it
would appear that one means of obtaining maximum thrust at all
forward speeds would be to provide some means for varying the en-
trance valve mechanism with increasing ram pressure such that the
optimum inflow is obtained at all speeds. Varying the entrance
area inversely with ram pressure or varying the valve tension dir-
ectly with ram pressure should accomplish this purpose.

E. Vanes Normally Closed With Initial Tension

34. To check whether or not increasing the valve tension

Page 6
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would have the same general effect upon performance as decreasing
WIL VU.A.V 0 0j1U£ut,, M.L'I a ttfVit, W"u UIIUV UnI15 V-Lx- . JLl t UJAJ 0 F

formed so an to be .06 past the normally closed position prior tc
assembly of the vanes in the valve box. I considerable amount of
initial tension thus existed. Data are presented in Figure 13.

35. It was found that the engine would operate up to a Mach
number of about .8. Operation in general was quite similar to the
operation with a 29% valve area block. The engine ran very smooth-
ly, particularly in the range of .4-.7 Mach numbsrz however, the

external drag and internal thrust still equalled one another at a
Mach number of about .6. It in believed that the effect of the in-
creased tension was to cut down the inflow even more than the 29%
valve block had done. A study of the data in Figure 13 justifies
this assumption. For example, at M x .4 this configuration gave
a peak-net thrust-external drag of about 16 pounds as compared to
about 37 pounds with 29% block and 52 pounds with no block.

F. Smooth Flared Ausmenter

36. To determine whether or not the steps in the standard
"stepped" augmenter had any effect upon the thrust increase noted
with the augmenter, a new augmenter was made up from a single piece
of material with a simple flare having An exit area 16% greater
than the tailpipe and the same length as the stepl ed augmenter.
The exit of the stepped augmenter is 12% greater than the tailpipe.
The plain flared augmenter is shown in Figu'e 3. Consecutive
static runs were made; first with no augmenter, next with the
stepped unit, and finally with the plain flared augmenter. No
other changes existed. The results are shown in Figure 14.

37. The data shows no noticeable difference in performance
between the stepped and simple flared augmenter, nor was any
difference noticeable in the manner in which the unit operated.
Accordingly, it is believed that the steps are unnecessary.

G. Pressure Cycle Analysis

38. Initial coumoution chamber pressure measurements were made
during the past month using the equipment shown in Figures 1 and
2. A brief description of the equipment and procedure for making
the recordings follows:

Page 7
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39. The pickup used is a Statham anbonded electric strain gage
differential pressure instrument with a range of 4Z p.n.i. Btuo-
les supply d.c. current to this rickup, the output of which is a
d.c. Voltage ,. o,.oztioam- to th4 dlffe'rantia tw resure being meas-
ured. As the natural frequency of the unit is about 1,000 c.p.a.,
it will measure frequencies up to about 500 cycles accurately.

40. Connection of the pressure transmitter to the engine is
made through a water cooled adapter as seen in Figure 2. This un-
it is essentially identical to the water cooled adapter used by
the Naval hesearch Laboratory as described in Reference 5. The
adapter is installed 6 inches back of the valve bank on the bottom
side of the engine. A short length of heavy rubber hose connects
the adapter to the pickup and serves to partially isolate the pres-
sure transmitter from the vibration of the engine.

41. The voltage output from the Statham pressure transmitter
is connected to the vertical amplifier of a Dumont oscilloscope.
The deflection of the electron beam spot is then proportional to
the instantaneous d.c. voltage output of the pressure pickup. A
converted 16 mm. gun camera tkkes a continuous picture of the spot
deflection while an argon bulb flashing at line frequency puts
timing blips on the fils, at .02 second intervals.

42. A calibrating system ir incorporated wheroby resistors
of the proper value aro shunted across one leg of the strain bridge
to give voltage outputs corresponding to 10, 20, and 30 p.5.i. Cali-
brations are made immediately upon shutting down the engine before
the pinkup temperature has had time to change. The calibration
switch also has a position that shorts out the pickup to aid in
sero pressure determination.

43* If the pickup bridge were balanced at the elevated temp-
eratures encountered, the zero output line would be a zero pres-
sure line, but as some unbalance exists, this meann a small d.c.
potential is present on the oscilloscope for zero pressure. The
oscilloscope is only affected by ýhis d.c. voltage at the in-
stant it is applied or discontinued and by making use of this
fact, it is possible to get a true zero pressure line. This char-
acteristic has been used to locate the zero line shown on each of
the traces presented.

44. Figures 15, 16, 17, and 18 present pressure recordings
made with various configurations, and at various fuel flows and
Mach numbers as noted. The measured net thrust, external drag, fuel
flow, average maximum pressure, average minimum pressure, and
cyclic frequency are noted under each record.

Page 8
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V THEORETICAL STUDIES

, .u .unJ .taon WAwi the h OBIP of ,h uergeo inlet

cowl, a basic aerodynamic study of high critical Mach number in-
lets has been made. An axial symmetric, incompressible flow study
about an ellipsoidal none attached to an infinite circular cylin-
der has been completed. Relaxation methods were used. The velo-
city distribution about the ellipsoidal configuration was compared
with that about a blunt shaped nose defined by a source in a uni-
form stream. The results of this study may be taken as a first
approximation for a numerical study of a steady or unsteady co,&-
pressible flow about shares suitable for pulse jet inlets.

46. In order to design a divergent engine that will achieve
the high thrust per unit frontal area believed possible for this
geometry, a thermodynamic analysis is being made. A solution of
a set of one dimensional thermo-hydrodynamical non-linear differen-
tial equations formulated by Dr. J. K. L. MacDonald (Reference 7)
for application to pulse jets has been started. The initial and
boundary conditions are taken from experimental data on the 8-inch
divergent engi-e already built. Numerical methods involving the
use of characteristic theory are being used.

VI PROGRAM FOR THE COMING MONTH

Tests planned for the following month include the follow-
ingi

1. Ducted pulse jet engine. An 8-inch engine subamerged in an li-inch
duct is now nearing completion. The unit is designed to operate
at M - .85, Tests of several different variations of the basic
unit are planned.

2. A new 'V" type valve box with 60% greater entrance area. This will
be tested on both the standard and divergent engines.

3. At least two new tailpipe augmenter designs.
4. Variation in length of engine tailpipe.
5. A new engine having a cleaner external contour faired smoothly

between the combustion chamber and the tailpipe.

6. A cowl designed to give low ram pressure recovery at the valve box.
7, A turbulence promoter installed within the combustion chamber be-

hind the valve box. This unit has been designed from data supplied
by Dr. McDonald and Dr. Hett of the Project Squid group at New Tork

Page 9
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pagation rpeeds in teats conducted at the above mentioned organi-
sation.

8. An integral air starting devices
n. Variations in diameter of engine tailpipe.

10. Variations in geometry of the divergent engines.

VII VISITORS

47. Three parties affiliated with Project Squid have visited
the Marquardt Aircraft Company of recent date. Problems of mutu-
al interest pertaining to pulse Jet engine developments were dis-
cussed. The vimitors weres

1. Dr. J. K. L. MacDonald, Professor of Graduate Mathe-
matical physics, New York University; Member, Techni-
col Committee, and Chairman, Pulse Jet Panel, Project
Squid.

2. Dr. John W. Hett, Research Associate, New York Uni-
versity; Experimental Research and Consultation,
Project Squid.

3. Mr. J. G. Wilder, Jr. Senior Research Aerodynanicist,
Propulsion Branch, Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory;
Supervisor of Experimental Program for Pulse Jet En-
gines and Burner Laboratory, Project Squid.

VIII DISTRIBUTION

48. Distribution of this report is made in accordance with
AN-GM Mailing List No. 3 dated May, 1947.

Page 10
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1. Bureau of Aeronautics letter, Aer-PP-2J. Serial 44504 dated 29
ma~y 194:7.

2, Marquardt Aircraft Company Report No. P.P.-3, "Summary Report 7
Phase 1, Contract No. NCa(s)8520, Wind Tunnel Tests of axi S x 5.5
Inch Pulse Jet Engine.'

3. Marquardt Aircraft Company Report No. P.R. 30-29-4, 'Monthly Pro-
gres Report for March, 1947p Contract No. NO&(s)8520, Pulse Jet
Engine."

4. Marquardt Aircraft Company Report No. P.R. 30-29-5, "Monthly Pro-
gress Report for April, 1947, Contract No. NOa(s)8520, Pulse Jet
Engine."

5. Naval Research Laboratory, Report No. 0-2730, 'Partial Report on
the Gas Pulsator," by L. F. Campbell and T. 0. Meyer.

6. Liepman, H. W. and Puokett, A. E. Introduction to Aerodynamics of

,a Compessible Fluid, John Wiley and Sons, 1947.

7. Institute for Mathematics end Mechanics, Now York University, AGas
Dynamical Formulation for Waves and Combustion In Pulse Jets, by
Dr. J. K. L. MacDonald, June 1946.
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1 Pressure cycle measurement instrumentation.

2 Water cooled adapter and pressure transmitter.

3 Smooth flared augmenter.

4 Drag coefficientb for 8 x 5.5 inch engine with submerged in-
let cowl.

5 Pressure coefficients on submerged inlet cowl, duct open.

6 Pressure coefficients on submerged inlet cowl, duct closed.

7 Performance with beryllium copper laminated vanes.

8 Performance with laminated vanes utilising .010 silicone-resin
coated glass cloth center member.

9 Performance with valve area reduced 14% (one grid blocked).

10 Performance with valve area reduced 29% (2 grids blocked).

11 Combined performance curves for 8 x 5.5 engihe with submerged
inlet cowl.

12 Variation of frequency with fuel flow and speed.

13 Performance with .012 ix lh vwMes normally .06 closed.

14 Comparison of stepped augienter and plain flared augmenter.

15 Combustion chamber pressures for engine with augmenter, sub-
merged inlet cowl berylli.um copper laminated vanes at M v .225.

16 Combustion chamber pressures for engine with augmenter, sub-
merged inlet cowl, .010 vanes normally closed, 29% valve area
block at I : .408.

17 Combustion chamber pressures for engine with augmenter, submerged
inlet cowl, .010 vanes normally closed, 29% valve area block
at M .504.

18 Combustion chamber pressures for engine with augmenter, submerged
inlet cowl, .010 valves normally closed, 14% valve area blocked
a t M x .4 0 8 . P
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Pressure Cycle kMeasurement Insltrumnentation
Figure 1
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Water Cooled Adapter and Pressure Transmitter Fgr
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ictt. IN. CI Mach No. .225 Avo MA,. Pros. = 5.4 vsig.
Run No. 662 N.T.-E.D. o 5.8 # Av. Min. Free. a -1.6 paig.
Config. 02-El-NI-VI5 Fuel Flow 120 pph. Freq. - 90 cps.

NA A A AA -A A OW n An 4`Ii INA
"Ef 1f V 1W V 1W' -N %Fr NI V 1W N. V NJ r V / 11 14

Pict. No. Dl Mach No. - .225 Av. Hax. Pres.= 15.9 psig.
Run No. 667 N.T.-E.D. - 43.5 # Av. Min. Preu. : -4.6 psig.
Config. C2-EI-Nl-VI5 Fuel Flow : 195 pph. Freq. - 80 cps.

IVV I V. V V •V • V

Piet. No. El Mach No* - .225 Av. Max. Pres.= 20.9 psig.
Run No. 673 N.T.-E.D. : 65.2 # Av. Min. Pros. = -6.4 psig.
Config. C2-EI-Nl-VI5 Fuel Flow 260 pph. Freq, 0 b7 cps.

Piet. No. F1
Calibration Ibm for Pict. No. Cl, El, and Dl

Combustion chamber pressurei for engine with augmenter, submerged
inlet cowl, beryllium copper laminated vanes, at 9 =.225

Figure 15
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Pict. No. B4 Mach No. .408 Av. klax. Pres, - 13.1 psig.
Run No. 733 N.T.-E.D. = R.9 # Av. Min. Pres..: -2.7 pj5g.
Config. 02-E1-N1-4B Fuel Flow a 160 pph. Freq. - 87 cps.

•J . ,'K, ." X • .. ' " \ • %" ".. ":" . .'S '.v '.= :.. \" %V % If V;\

Pict. N4o, L04 Mich No. * .408 Av. Max. Pros. 19.8 psig.
Run No. 738 N.T.-E.D. = 29.0 # Av. Min. Pros. ; -5.9 psig.
Config. 02-EI-hL-V4B Fuel Flow-. 235 pph. Freq. 77 cps.

; , ., . ,. . .. , \ .. \ \ ., , .' .,. , ..

Piet. No. 04 Mach No..- .408 Av. Max. Pres. 21.4 psig.
Run No. 741 N.T.-E.D. = 36.3 # Av. Min. Pres. -6.2 psig.
Config. C2-El-N1-V4B Fuel Flow = 265 pph. Freq. - 71 cps.

Piet. No. E4
Calibration Run for Pict. No. B4, C4, and D4

Combustion chamber pressures for engine with augmenter, submerged inlet
cowl, .010 vanes normally closed, 29% valve area block at M z .408.

Figure 16
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Pict. No. F4 Mach No. .504 Av. Max. Pres. 14.7 psig.

Run No. 742 N.T.-E.D. = -5.0 # Av. Min. Pres. -4.8 psig.

Config. C2U•=InI-Vt Fuel Flow Z 190 pph. Freq. x 85 cps.

- , , , , I.: '. ' .*. '. . ) . -

V ~V .- N V ' / V ' Vv 'r.

Pict. No. G4 Mach No. = .504 Av. Max. Pres. : 21.4 psig.
Run No. 746 N.T.-E.D. : 16.7 # Av. Min. Pres. -5.9 psig.
Config. C2-EI-NI-V4B Fuel Flow 250 pph. Freq. : 76 cps.

S " . .M . . ,\ " %

Pict. No, H4 Mach No. .504 Av. Max. Pres. = 24.6 psig.

Run No. : 751 N.T.-E.D.= 20.3 # Av. Min. Pres. -6.4 psig.

Config. C2-EJ.-NI-V4B Fuel Flow 300 pph. Freq. Z 71 cps.

Pict. No. W4
Calibration for F4, U4, N9, 14, , 1(4.

Combustion chamber pressures for engine with augmenter. Submerged inlet

cowl, .010 vanes normally closed, 29% valve area block at M : .504.

Figure 17
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lid.. No. 14 Mich No. .408 Av. Max. Pres. X 12.5 psig.
Run No. 703 N.T.#.D. A - # v. Min. Pres. = -5.7 psig.
Config. C2-EI-N1-V4A Fuel Flow : 160 pph. Freq. 88 cps.

n ; • ... .. .,. ... '. N,, ] \ '. \ ' • " " " ' . ' ' . .' \ .' "". , x '.

Pict. No. J4 Mach No. : .408 Av. Max. Pros. 16.6 psig.
Run No. 708 N.T.-E.D. - 20.9 # Av. Min. Pres. - -4.5 psig.
Config. C2-El-Nl-V4A Fuel Flow 160 pph. Freq. = 78 cps.

""I I.. I %, t 4 :. ; . ,

Pict. No. K4 Mach NO.o.408 Av. Max. Pres. = 23.0 psig.
Run No. 712 N.T.-E.D. 33.1 # Av. Min. Pres. a -5.4 psig.
Confog. C2-EI-NI-V4A Fuel Flow 260 pph. Freq. * 72 cps.

Calibration of pressure transmitter at ambient temperature (800 F.)

Combustion chamber pressures for engine with augmenter, submerged inlet
cowl, .010 valves normally closed, 14% valve area block at M - .408.

Figure 18
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